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Ensuring Equal Access to Education in Mechatronics by Web 

based Technologies for Modeling and Simulation 
 

Dr. Boris Tudjarov 

Technical University of Sofia, Bulgaria 
 

Abstract 

 
The overcoming of the problems related to the disasters and catastrophes, climate changes, 
poverty, care for older people, health and education are the main community-centric 
directions of development. The education is very important item, because it ensures the 
knowledge necessary for solving the other problems. Internet has become the cheapest and 
the best way for remote communication amongst humanity. Here it has to be pointed, that 
despite the wide expansion of digital electronic devices (computers, tablets, phones, etc.) 
and various Web applications, the activities for supporting of engineering education and 
practice have not yet found a rational decision. Therefore the question of the creation of 
Web-based training and supporting engineering activities modules is particularly relevant. 
The important role of the creation of attractive and easy understandable interactive 3D Web 
applications for the needs of engineering education is obvious and there isn’t need to be 
commented (in our case for ensuring equal access to education in mechatronics). A review 
and analysis of the contemporary Web technologies for modeling and simulation and their 
possible applications for the development of engineering e-learning solutions are presented. 
By assuring E-learning process with Web based 3D real time interactive virtual reality even 
children can get possibility to drive machines, play with robots and etc. Developed with the 
participation of the author experimental Web modules are demonstrated. 
 
Biography 
 
Boris Tudjarov was born in Petrich, Bulgaria, in 1960. He earned the M.Sc. degree in 
Automation of Discrete Production and Ph.D. degree in Applied Geometry and Engineering 
Graphics at the Technical University of Sofia in 1985 and 1993. He is an associate 
professor in the Technical University of Sofia. His research interests are: CAD, Modeling 
and Simulation, Virtual Reality, Web Technologies, Artificial Intelligence. 



 
Facial Expression Modelling and Analysis in 

Multi-dimensional Space 

 

Dr. Hui Yu 

University of Portsmouth, UK 

 

Abstract 

 
In this talk we will address the research issues on facial expression Modelling and Analysis 
in multi-dimensional spaces. In facial expression modelling, the main objective is to 
generate realistic and “valid” dynamic facial expressions. As human beings are very 
sensitive to any subtle changes on facial movements, it is critical to make sure the facial 
movements on 3D face are realistic. We solve this problem using local geometric encoding 
method to map expressions from real human beings. And we would like to synthesize 4D 
facial expression information that conveys some messages to the viewer without the use of 
actor performances. We will discuss how to make sure that the message intended by the 
dynamic 3D facial expression is actually perceived as such. Are facial expressions of 
emotion uniform across cultures? We will discuss and demonstrate a different result from 
the existing conclusion. Finally, we will also discuss how to combine texture features and 
geometric features for improving facial expression recognition, especially in emotional 
facial expressions. 
 
Biography 
 
Dr. Hui Yu is Senior Lecturer with University of Portsmouth, UK. He received his PhD 
from Brunel University and previously held a research appointment with University of 
Glasgow, UK. Dr. Yu’s research interests include computer vision, computer graphics and 
application of machine learning to these areas, particularly in Image/video processing and 
recognition, human computer interaction, human behaviour understanding, robotics and 
geometric processing of human/facial performances. 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

Human Sensing and Life-log Analysis for Community-Centric 

Systems 

 

Dr. Takahiro Takeda 

Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan 

 

Abstract 

 
Human sensing technology is important technology for community centric system to know 
human state, behavior, emotion and so on. In the system, time-serous analysis helps us to 
understand characteristic of human state. The knowledge is used for development of user 
model, utterance decision of robot partner. Moreover, by using life-log services, we are 
able to check and control our physical and psychological conditions. In case of body weight, 
only measurement of morning and evening body weight decreases our body weight. 
However, these analysis and services need daily or higher frequency record. For example, 
blood pressure is strongly influenced by time, temperature, meal, exercise and so on. Thus, 
simple and convenience sensors are required for community centric system. This seminar 
introduces life-log system and its application about body weight and blood pressure, and 
sensing and evaluation system for walking. 
 
Biography 
 
Takahiro Takeda received the B.E. in computer engineering (2009) from University of 
Hyogo, and the M. E. in computer engineering (2011) and the Ph. D (Doctor of 
Engineering) in from Graduate school of Engineering, University of Hyogo, Hyogo, Japan. 
He is currently an Assistant Professor of Graduate School of System Design, Tokyo 
Metropolitan University, Japan. His researches interests include biometrics and fuzzy logic 
and gait analysis. 
 

 



 

Development of the Cognitive Model of a Community-Centric 

Robot Partner 

 

Dr. Janos Botzheim 

Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan 

 

Abstract 

 
Recently, the rate of elderly people is increasing in the population. Elderly people need care 
giving and interactive communication support. Since the number of trained caregivers is 
not enough, another solutions have to be found to solve this problem. The introduction of 
human-friendly robot partners in the community is one possible solution. 
Community-centric robot partners need interaction with human. The interaction can be 
verbal, and also non-verbal, including gestures and facial expressions as well. Gestures and 
facial expressions are important in natural communication. Besides gestures and facial 
expressions, a human-like robot should also have an emotional model. In this presentation, 
we introduce the cognitive model of the robot partner called iPhonoid. The model contains 
the following modules: communication system for verbal communication; non-verbal 
communication module for face and gesture recognition; behavior control for the robot to 
express gestures and facial expressions; and an emotional model to connect the other 
modules with each other. 
 
Biography 
 
Janos Botzheim was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1978. He earned the M.Sc. and Ph.D. 
degrees in Computer Science at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics in 
2001 and 2008, respectively. He is an associate professor in the Graduate School of System 
Design at the Tokyo Metropolitan University. He is a member of several scientific societies 
such as John von Neumann Computer Science Society, Hungarian Fuzzy Association, 
IEEE. His research interests are: computational intelligence, especially evolutionary and 
memetic algorithms; computational intelligence applications in robotics. He is the 
Symposium Chair of the IEEE Symposium on Robotic Intelligence in Informationally 
Structured Space (RiiSS) 2014. 



 
Deep convolutional network Neocognitron for visual pattern 

recognition: 
Its principles and learning methods 

 

Dr. Kunihiko Fukushima 

Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute, Japan 
 

Abstract 

 
The neocognitron is a multi-layered convolutional network that can be trained to recognize 
visual patterns robustly. In other words, it is a kind of deep neural network and has 
weight-sharing convolutional neural layers. Although the neocognitron, which was first 
proposed in 1979, has a long history, improvement of the network and the learning method 
is continuing energetically. 
    This talk explains the principles of robust recognition by the neocognitron and 
discusses new learning methods used in recent neocognitrons. We focus our attention to the 
differences between the neocognitron and the conventional deep neural networks. 
    The learning of the intermediate layers of the hierarchical network is performed with 
the "add-if-silent" rule. It is a method of unsupervised feed-forward learning, and the 
computational cost is very small because the learning finishes in one-shot and time 
consuming computation such like gradient-descent algorithm is not required. 
    The recognition (or classification of patterns) is done at the highest layer by the 
method called "interpolating-vector". With the interpolating-vector, a higher classification 
rate can be obtained with a smaller scale of the network (namely, with a smaller 
computational cost) than the winner-take-all or SVM. 
 
Biography 
 
Kunihiko Fukushima received a B.Eng. degree in electronics in 1958 and a PhD degree in 
electrical engineering in 1966 from Kyoto University, Japan. He was a professor at Osaka 
University from 1989 to 1999, at the University of Electro-Communications from 1999 to 
2001, at Tokyo University of Technology from 2001 to 2006; and a visiting professor at 
Kansai University from 2006 to 2010. Prior to his Professorship, he was a Senior Research 
Scientist at the NHK Science and Technical Research Laboratories. He is now a Senior 
Research Scientist (part-time position) at Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute. 
 



He received the Achievement Award and Excellent Paper Awards from IEICE, the Neural 
Networks Pioneer Award from IEEE, APNNA Outstanding Achievement Award, Excellent 
Paper Award from JNNS, INNS Helmholtz Award, and so on. He was the founding 
President of JNNS (the Japanese Neural Network Society) and was a founding member on 
the Board of Governors of INNS (the International Neural Network Society). He is a 
former President of APNNA (the Asia-Pacific Neural Network Assembly). 
 
He is one of the pioneers in the field of neural networks and has been engaged in modeling 
neural networks of the brain since 1965. His special interests lie in modeling neural 
networks of the higher brain functions, especially the mechanism of the visual system. In 
1979, he invented an artificial neural network, "Neocognitron", which has a hierarchical 
multilayered architecture and acquires the ability to recognize visual patterns through 
learning. The extension of the neocognitron is still continuing. By the introduction of 
top-down connections and new learning methods, various kinds of neural networks have 
been developed. When two or more patterns are presented simultaneously, the "Selective 
Attention Model " can segment and recognize individual patterns in tern by switching its 
attention. Even if a pattern is partially occluded by other objects, we human beings can 
often recognize the occluded pattern. An extended neocognitron can now have such 
human-like ability and can, not only recognize occluded patterns, but also restore them by 
completing occluded contours. He also developed neural network models for extracting 
visual motion and optic flow, for extracting symmetry axis, and many others. He is recently 
interested in new learning rules for neural networks. 



 

Imitation Learning through Self-Exploration 

 

Dr. Chu Kiong Loo 

University of Malaya, Malaysia 

 

Abstract 

 
Imitation learning through self-exploration is an essential mechanism in developing 
sensorimotor skills for human infants. This paper presents a method of imitation learning 
based on mapping the demonstrators motion patterns to the observer self-image. The 
self-posture is acquired through observing the mirror image of its own body posture while 
performing the action in front of a mirror through body babbling. First, the continuous flow 
of motion patterns is segmented into simpler units -motion primitives-by identifying the 
boundaries of actions through Incremental Kernel Slow Feature Analysis. The 
segmentation model directly operates on the images acquired from the robot’s vision sensor 
(camera) without requiring any kinematic model of the demonstrator. After segmentation, 
the spatio-temporal motion sequences are learned incrementally through Topological 
Gaussian Adaptive Resonance Hidden Markov Model. Later, a visuo-motor association is 
developed through novel Topological Gaussian Adaptive Resonance Associative Memory. 
The learning model dynamically generates the topological structure in a selfstabilizing 
manner. Each node represents the encoded motion element (i.e. joint angles). Finally, after 
learning, the robot partner performs a similar action in front of the robot and the robot 
recalls the corresponding motor command from the memory. The complete architecture 
was evaluated by simulation experiments performed on DARwIn-OP humanoid robot. 
 
Biography 
 
Chu Kiong Loo obtained his PhD (University Sains Malaysia), B.Eng (First class Hons in 
Mechanical Engineering from University Malaya). Formerly he was a design engineer in 
various industrial firms in different capacities as well as he has been the chairman of Centre 
for Robotics and Automation in Multimedia University. Currently he is a professor in 
Artificial Intelligence Department, Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology, University of Malaya, Malaysia. 
He has published many publications in peer-reviewed journals of robotics, artificial 
intelligence and soft-computing, quantum optics that are recognized as outstanding and 
appropriate to the discipline: Based on the theoretical foundation of Prof. Karl H. Pribram 



in Holonomic Brain Theory he continues the co-development of Dendritic field network 
with Dr. Mitja Perus and their major work is published in the scientific book, “Biological 
and Quantum Computing for Human Vision: Holonomic Models and Applications”, 2011. 
He is the Symposium Chair of the IEEE Symposium on Robotic Intelligence in 
Informationally Structured Space (RiiSS) 2014. 



 

Computational Intelligence for Rehabilitation Support 

Systems 

 

Dr. Honghai Liu 

University of Portsmouth, UK 

 

Abstract 

 
It is an evidently challenging problem of enabling amputees to “experience” human hand 
skills in that it requires multi-disciplinary efforts to produce an artificial hand with human 
hand capabilities such as touch, sensing temperature, texture, pressure and friction, etc. 
This talk will report research progress on prosthetic sensing, algorithms and application in 
the Intelligent Systems and Biomedical Robotics Group in the field of prosthetic sensing 
and skill transfer. After a brief review on the state-of-the-art prosthetics, a unified 
computational framework is presented with an aim at instilling human hand manipulation 
skills into an artificial prosthesis, considering tradeoffs between pattern recognition 
accuracy and computational efficiency, then priority is give to sensing related problems 
underlying the effective solutions to prosthetic manipulation, finally future directions and 
discussions are invited in the end. 
 
Biography 
 
Honghai Liu is a Professor, leader of the Intelligent Systems and Biomedical Robotics 
Group, in the School of Computing, the University of Portsmouth. He previously held 
research appointments at King’s College London, University of Aberdeen, and project 
leader appointments in large-scale industrial control and system integration industry. He 
received a PhD in Intelligent Robotics in 2003 from Kings College, University of London, 
UK. 



 
 Contemporary Web Technologies, Freedom and Open 

Innovation 
(Intelligent Product Configurators) 

 

Dr. Boris Tudjarov 

Technical University of Sofia, Bulgaria 
 

Abstract 

 
The implementation of the contemporary Web technologies in the open innovation and the 
necessary support (assurance of freedom) for the creative actions of the open innovator/s 
are discussed. Knowing that the innovation is based on challenging existing assumptions 
and ways of thinking, here attention is given on keeping informed open innovator/s about 
the possibilities to undertake creative actions, provoking them to do that and supply them 
with a suitable environment. Main contemporary technologies are pointed and related to the 
open innovation creative activities. Examples are demonstrated and explained. 
Direct involvement of customers’ knowledge in the design of products is a kind of open 
innovation. It facilitates marketing research and brings different customers’ attitudes 
towards buying decision-making. As a consequence, the traditional cycle of “Design – 
Make – Sell” shall be replaced by the new one of “Design – Sell – Make”. The customers 
design the product they need, buy it, and send the order to be manufactured. Approaches 
and means about providing a direct customers’ participation in the design process in form 
of a pre-sale service, based on the use of the Web based Virtual Reality are discussed. Core 
element of the implementation of such a service is the 3D product model web configurator. 
Realized experimental 3D Web configurators are discussed. 
 
Biography 
 
Boris Tudjarov was born in Petrich, Bulgaria, in 1960. He earned the M.Sc. degree in 
Automation of Discrete Production and Ph.D. degree in Applied Geometry and Engineering 
Graphics at the Technical University of Sofia in 1985 and 1993. He is an associate 
professor in the Technical University of Sofia. His research interests are: CAD, Modeling 
and Simulation, Virtual Reality, Web Technologies, Artificial Intelligence. 
 


